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Metric Name Availability: Interface Accessibility 
Metric Description Accessible via its interfaces, usable upon demand (%); 
The percentage availability of the cloud member resources for a billing cycle; 
Formula Cloud Service Availability >= Committed Percentage Availability; 
Committed Percentage Availability is defined by the cloud member, e.g. 99.9%; 
Cloud Service Availability (for a billing cycle) is the total number of seconds less the 
number of cloud service unavailability seconds divided by the total number of seconds; 
CSA = (TotSec - UnavailableSec) / TotSec; 
The cloud service unavailability is the sum of the seconds that the cloud service is 
unavailable consecutively exceeding the boundary period; 
TEMP += IF SAMPLE_STATUS = UNREACHABLE then Delta(SAMPLE_TIMESTAMP); 
UnavailableSec += SUM (IF TEMP > BoundaryPeriod then TEMP); 
The Delta function computes the difference in seconds between the current 
SAMPLE_TIMESTAMP and the previous SAMPLE_TIMESTAMP; 
e.g. Billing Cycle = 2,678,400 seconds; Boundary Period = 300 seconds; 
Samples : .... 09:00 REACHABLE, 09:01 UNREACHABLE, 09:02 UNREACHABLE, 09:03 
UNREACHBLE, 09:04 UNREACHABLE, 09:05 UNREACHABLE, 09:06 UNREACHABLE, 09:07 
UNREACHABLE, 09:08 REACHABLE .....; 
UnavailableSec = .... + 360 seconds + ......; 
Assuming all other samples were all reachable; 
CSA = (2,678,400 - 360) / 2,678,400 = 99.98%; 
Samples from SMART Agent PING request every 60 seconds; 
Response STATUS [REACHABLE/UNREACHBALE]; 
Response timestamp; 
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Metric Name Response Time: Service Response Times 
Metric Description Exact time (seconds) between stimulus to the cloud service and corresponding service's 
response; 
The percentage a service manages to respond within the defined response time limit for a 
billing cycle; 
A federation specific REST API SHOULD be deployed on the virtual machine and exposes an 
endpoint accessible by the FRM to take sample response times; 
Formula Actual valid response time percentage >= Committed valid response time percentage; 
Committed valid response time percentage is defined by the cloud member, e.g. 80%; 
Actual valid response time percentage (for a billing cycle) is defined by deducting the average 
percentage of the responses exceeding the limit from 100; 
The percentage of the responses exceeding the limit is defined by dividing the number of 
samples where the SAMPLE_RESPONSE_TIME is greater than the LIMIT by the total number 
of samples within a BOUNDARY_PERIOD; 
e.g. LIMIT = 10 seconds, BOUNDARY_PERIOD = 3600 seconds, SAMPLE_FREQUENCY = 300 
seconds, SAMPLE_RESPONSE_TIME = 8, 9, 8, 8, 11, 5, 6, 8, 10, 9, 8, 10; 5, 3, 6, 8, 12, 5, 7, 
8, 10, 10, 13, 10 seconds; 
% Exceeding limit 1st boundary period = (1 / 12) X 100 = 8%; 
% Exceeding limit 2nd boundary period = (2 / 12) X 100 = 17%; 
Average of the responses exceeding the limit = (8+17)/2 = 13%; 
Actual valid response time percentage = 100 - 13 = 87%; 
Therefore, greater than the committed 80% valid response time percentage; 
Samples from SMART Agent Call to federation specific REST API every 5 minutes; 
Response timestamp; 
Response time in seconds; 
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Metric Name CPU: provided CPU Power 
Metric Description The guarantee that the number of virtual cores allocated to the virtual machine are available; 
Max. no. of processing power (Hertz) provided by CSP to customer to process his data; 
Formula The average standard deviation % <= Allowed Deviation Limit % AND the average value of 
the samples <= Allowed Average Value Limit; 
The deviation limit and average value limit are defined by the cloud member, e.g. 10% and 
100*10^9 FLOPS; 
The average standard deviation of benchmarked values as % of the mean value for a billing 
cycle is defined as the average of the absolute value of the SAMPLE_VALUE less the average 
value of the SAMPLE_VALUE divided by the average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE, multiplied 
by 100; 
i.e. 100 * AVG (ABS((SAMPLE_VALUE - average of SAMPLE_VALUE)/average of 
SAMPLE_VALUE)); 
The average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE for a billing cycle where sample tests are repeated 
periodically and at agreed times (when no other workloads are present), and tolerance limits 
set; 
e.g. Frequency - 3 days per week, 3 times per measurement day covering business hours, 
afternoon to midnight and late night. Duration of each test = 1 hour. Workload size - small, 
default, large; 
e.g. SAMPLE_VALUES (x10^9): 100, 80, 120; 
Average value of SAMPLE_VALUES = 100; 
% Average standard deviation of benchmark values: 
         - ABS(100 - 100 / 100) = 0 
         - ABS(80 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
         - ABS(120 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
-> 100 * (0.4 / 3) = 13% 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
SAMPLE e.g.: Test timestamp and operations/second; 
Reference: https://www.spec.org/cloud_iaas2016/ 
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Metric Name Disk space: provided disk space 
Metric Description Disk I/O guarantee; 
Max. no. of available space (PetaBytes) provided by CSP to customer to store his data; 
Formula The average standard deviation % <= Allowed Deviation Limit % AND the average value of 
the samples <= Allowed Average Value Limit; 
The deviation limit and average value limit are defined by the cloud member, e.g. 10% and 
100*10^9 FLOPS; 
The average standard deviation of benchmarked values as % of the mean value for a billing 
cycle is defined as the average of the absolute value of the SAMPLE_VALUE less the average 
value of the SAMPLE_VALUE divided by the average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE, multiplied 
by 100; 
i.e. 100 * AVG (ABS((SAMPLE_VALUE - average of SAMPLE_VALUE)/average of 
SAMPLE_VALUE)); 
The average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE for a billing cycle where sample tests are repeated 
periodically and at agreed times (when no other workloads are present), and tolerance limits 
set; 
e.g. Frequency - 3 days per week, 3 times per measurement day covering business hours, 
afternoon to midnight and late night. Duration of each test = 1 hour. Workload size - small, 
default, large; 
e.g. SAMPLE_VALUES (x10^9): 100, 80, 120; 
Average value of SAMPLE_VALUES = 100; 
% Average standard deviation of benchmark values: 
         - ABS(100 - 100 / 100) = 0 
         - ABS(80 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
         - ABS(120 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
-> 100 * (0.4 / 3) = 13% 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
SAMPLE e.g.: Test timestamp and operations/second; 
Reference: https://www.spec.org/cloud_iaas2016/ 
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Metric Name Memory size: available memory 
Metric Description The guarantee that the virtual memory allocated to the virtual machine plan is available; 
Max. no. of information (GigaBytes) the cloud service is able to hold for the customer to 
read/write his data; 
Formula The average standard deviation % <= Allowed Deviation Limit % AND the average value of 
the samples <= Allowed Average Value Limit; 
The deviation limit and average value limit are defined by the cloud member, e.g. 10% and 
100*10^9 FLOPS; 
The average standard deviation of benchmarked values as % of the mean value for a billing 
cycle is defined as the average of the absolute value of the SAMPLE_VALUE less the average 
value of the SAMPLE_VALUE divided by the average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE, multiplied 
by 100; 
i.e. 100 * AVG (ABS((SAMPLE_VALUE - average of SAMPLE_VALUE)/average of 
SAMPLE_VALUE)); 
The average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE for a billing cycle where sample tests are repeated 
periodically and at agreed times (when no other workloads are present), and tolerance limits 
set; 
e.g. Frequency - 3 days per week, 3 times per measurement day covering business hours, 
afternoon to midnight and late night. Duration of each test = 1 hour. Workload size - small, 
default, large; 
e.g. SAMPLE_VALUES (x10^9): 100, 80, 120; 
Average value of SAMPLE_VALUES = 100; 
% Average standard deviation of benchmark values: 
         - ABS(100 - 100 / 100) = 0 
         - ABS(80 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
         - ABS(120 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
-> 100 * (0.4 / 3) = 13% 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
SAMPLE e.g.: Test timestamp and operations/second; 
Reference: https://www.spec.org/cloud_iaas2016/ 
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Metric Name Bandwidth: available outbound data transfers 
Metric Description Amount of outbound data transfers (GigaByte/month), customers will be given the ability to 
customize the cloud services, and corresponding SLAs, according to the demand and usage of 
the services; 
Formula The average standard deviation % <= Allowed Deviation Limit % AND the average value of 
the samples <= Allowed Average Value Limit; 
The deviation limit and average value limit are defined by the cloud member, e.g. 10% and 
100*10^9 FLOPS; 
The average standard deviation of benchmarked values as % of the mean value for a billing 
cycle is defined as the average of the absolute value of the SAMPLE_VALUE less the average 
value of the SAMPLE_VALUE divided by the average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE, multiplied 
by 100; 
i.e. 100 * AVG (ABS((SAMPLE_VALUE - average of SAMPLE_VALUE)/average of 
SAMPLE_VALUE)); 
The average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE for a billing cycle where sample tests are repeated 
periodically and at agreed times (when no other workloads are present), and tolerance limits 
set; 
e.g. Frequency - 3 days per week, 3 times per measurement day covering business hours, 
afternoon to midnight and late night. Duration of each test = 1 hour. Workload size - small, 
default, large; 
e.g. SAMPLE_VALUES (x10^9): 100, 80, 120; 
Average value of SAMPLE_VALUES = 100; 
% Average standard deviation of benchmark values: 
         - ABS(100 - 100 / 100) = 0 
         - ABS(80 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
         - ABS(120 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
-> 100 * (0.4 / 3) = 13% 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
SAMPLE e.g.: Test timestamp and operations/second; 
Reference: https://www.spec.org/cloud_iaas2016/ 
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Metric Name Throughput: minimum number of processed requests 
Metric Description Min. no. of requests that can be processed by the cloud service in a stated time period 
(GigaBytes/sec); 
Formula The average standard deviation % <= Allowed Deviation Limit % AND the average value of 
the samples <= Allowed Average Value Limit; 
The deviation limit and average value limit are defined by the cloud member, e.g. 10% and 
100*10^9 FLOPS; 
The average standard deviation of benchmarked values as % of the mean value for a billing 
cycle is defined as the average of the absolute value of the SAMPLE_VALUE less the average 
value of the SAMPLE_VALUE divided by the average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE, multiplied 
by 100; 
i.e. 100 * AVG (ABS((SAMPLE_VALUE - average of SAMPLE_VALUE)/average of 
SAMPLE_VALUE)); 
The average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE for a billing cycle where sample tests are repeated 
periodically and at agreed times (when no other workloads are present), and tolerance limits 
set; 
e.g. Frequency - 3 days per week, 3 times per measurement day covering business hours, 
afternoon to midnight and late night. Duration of each test = 1 hour. Workload size - small, 
default, large; 
e.g. SAMPLE_VALUES (x10^9): 100, 80, 120; 
Average value of SAMPLE_VALUES = 100; 
% Average standard deviation of benchmark values: 
         - ABS(100 - 100 / 100) = 0 
         - ABS(80 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
         - ABS(120 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
-> 100 * (0.4 / 3) = 13% 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
SAMPLE e.g.: Test timestamp and operations/second; 
Reference: https://www.spec.org/cloud_iaas2016/ 
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Metric Name Connections: number of simultaneous connections 
Metric Description Max. no. of simultaneous connections 
Formula The average standard deviation % <= Allowed Deviation Limit % AND the average value of 
the samples <= Allowed Average Value Limit; 
The deviation limit and average value limit are defined by the cloud member, e.g. 10% and 
100*10^9 FLOPS; 
The average standard deviation of benchmarked values as % of the mean value for a billing 
cycle is defined as the average of the absolute value of the SAMPLE_VALUE less the average 
value of the SAMPLE_VALUE divided by the average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE, multiplied 
by 100; 
i.e. 100 * AVG (ABS((SAMPLE_VALUE - average of SAMPLE_VALUE)/average of 
SAMPLE_VALUE)); 
The average value of the SAMPLE_VALUE for a billing cycle where sample tests are repeated 
periodically and at agreed times (when no other workloads are present), and tolerance limits 
set; 
e.g. Frequency - 3 days per week, 3 times per measurement day covering business hours, 
afternoon to midnight and late night. Duration of each test = 1 hour. Workload size - small, 
default, large; 
e.g. SAMPLE_VALUES (x10^9): 100, 80, 120; 
Average value of SAMPLE_VALUES = 100; 
% Average standard deviation of benchmark values: 
         - ABS(100 - 100 / 100) = 0 
         - ABS(80 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
         - ABS(120 - 100 / 100) = 0.2 
-> 100 * (0.4 / 3) = 13% 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
SAMPLE e.g.: Test timestamp and operations/second; 
Reference: https://www.spec.org/cloud_iaas2016/ 
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Metric Name Elasticity: dynamic adjustment of allocated resources 
Metric Description Quickly de/provision resources, dynamically adjust the amount of resources allocated to an 
instance of a service (seconds to react); 
Formula Scalability Up Score >= 5; 
The committed seconds to react are defined by the cloud member, including the maximum 
volume that the service can sustain without impacting the Response Time SLA, e.g. 60 
seconds reaction time and maximum number of transactions per minute is 1000; 
The tenant administrator defines the Response Time SLA = 10 seconds and the maximum 
volume the tenant administrator expects in the future, e.g. 900; 
service_max = BENCHMARK_NUMBER_TRANSACTIONS_PER_MINUTE; 
max_expected = 900; 
Scalability Ratio = service_max / max_expected; 
= 950 / 900 = 1.06; 
Scalability Up = Scalability Ratio X 5 (rounded to the nearest whole number or 10 whicher is 
less); 
= 1.06 X 5 = 5.3, i.e. 5; 
Application of the above formulae should result in a Scalability Up score for the service as 
follows:  
0 – This is a theoretical minimum and would only be achieved when the service cannot 
support a critical service volume of 10 percent or more of the customer’s expected 
requirement.  
2-4 – The service can support 10 percent or more, but less than 100% of the customer’s 
expected requirement for the limiting critical service volume.  
5 – The service can support at least 90 percent of, but less than 110 percent of, the 
customer’s expected requirement for the limiting critical service volume.  
6-9 – The service can support at least 110 percent of, but less than 190 percent of, the 
customer’s expected requirement for the limiting critical service volume.  
10 – The service can support at least 190 percent of the customers expected requirements for 
all critical service volumes. 
Samples from SMART Agent Workload level performance benchmark tests - mimic a particular type of workload; 
Benchmark test of 1000 transactions per minute for 10 minutes, starting from 100 (normal 
transactions) and incrementing by 100; 
Output: Max number of transactions per minute with Response Time of less than or equal to 
the value defined by the Tenant Administrator - allowable impact for a maximum of 60 
seconds per change (i.e. allowable reaction time); 
 
